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THE Tide of Life rOllS. on like the tide of ocean with alter
nate ebb or flow, or (to use another simile) Time advan
ces while its pendulum is swinging from side to side.

The extremes of one age are counter-balanced by the extrava
gances of the next, while between them the average of
Humanity makes steady progress. In :/rfedicine, the over
drugging of our grandmothers was followed by Homceopathy.

. In Painting, the loose manner of our grandfathers was
corrected by Pre-Raphaelitism. In Poetry, the measured
cadences of the (so-called) Augustan age of Addison and Pope
were succeeded by the natural muse of 8cott and \Vords
worth, culminating in the wilder strains of Keats and 8helley,
from whom the pendulum is now again swinging in the
opposite direction. Religion, too, has ever oscillated between
Ritualism and Puritanism, our modern Ritualism being a
reaction from the tasteless and arid worship of our grand
fathers.

These reflections arise from a desire to ascertain the cause
and effect of what is known as .JEstheticism.

Not to criticise the word too closely, the meaning it bears is
Beauty; the idea which it conveys is a Protest against Ugli
ness. Ugliness, at the beginning of last century, seems to
have stamped itself on everything: on architecture, on furni-
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ture, on dress, and generally on public and private life and its
surroundings. It was manifested in an almost total ignorance
of form, proportion, and colour, which are the main con
stituents of Beauty.

Taste, in the first half of our century, had sunk so low that
a reaction was inevitable. For some time, as was to be
expected. improvement was confined to professional artists, or
highly educated amateurs; but by degrees the public mind
became educated to receive impressions of more beauty (or, at
least, less ugliness) in all the surroundings of social and
domestic life.

Then came the inevitable swing of the Pendulum. Half
educated persons seized the opportunity afforded by the move
ment to make themselves conspicuous and ridiculous by parading
and pushing the new doctrine to its extreme. To these it was
not enough to learn the true beauty of the daffodil and the
lily, but they must walk down Piccadilly ostentatiously
smelling them; nor sufficient to be informed of the merits of
Italian art, but they must interlard their feeble conversation
with references to Botticelli and Fra Angelica; nor to be told
that there was grace and beauty in classic costume, but they
must needs clothe their ignorant and often hideous persons
(female at least) in travesties of peplon and fillet. Nay, they
added an affected contempt for all things modern and most
things" in esse": for one of their most distinguished lumin
aries has cast aspersions on that recent institution, the .Atlantic

Ocean!*
But these Pretenders are not .lEsthetic; they are only

rosthetic shams: "their air severe is but a mere veneer; their
costume chaste is but good taste misplaced." We may laugh

"'J',Ir. Oscar Wilde informed the public that he was" much disappointed"
-with the Atlantic Ocean!
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at our Postlethwaites and Bunthorns, but we view t~em with
satisfaction as eruptions of a body which is growing healthier
under the process.

The real improvement in taste, which underlies these
extravagances, is unquestionable. In appreciation of form,
proportion, colour, direct aim, and honest workmanship, the
progress made in the last few years is astonishing, and attended
with the happiest auguries.

Witness our Architecture, as exhibited in our public build
ings and churches; our private dwellings and shops; our
family chattels, personal ornaments, dress and taste generally.

Nothing can be more hopeful in a highly civilized and
wealthy community than its abandonment of tasteless and
ostentatious display for the cultivation of simplicity and
purity. This is what Horace longed for in some of his noblest
odes, an aspiration which, if realized, might have saved the
Roman Empire and the civilized world from what are only too
truly called the Dark Ages.

Viewed from this aspect, and recognizing the moral advan
tages and increased enjoyment of the truest kind that the
conception and realization of Beauty lend to life, we may well
congratulate ourselves on the real progress in Taste, which
(notwithstanding the extravagance of a few simpletons) has
accompanied our modern Renaissance or Revival known as
lEstheticism.

~:~~x;~~
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. EPITAPH ON SIR JOHN FRANKLIN.

Not here: the white North has thy bones; and thou
Heroic sailor soul,

Art passing on thine happier voyage now
Toward no earthly pole.

Tennyson.
Hic non membra jacent: terris glacialibus Arcti

Longinquo in tumulo, maxime nama, cubant:
Sed tu festinas meliori quaerere cursu,

Quem poteris sola tangere morte, polum.

Non tegit iste lapis, nivibus sed inhospita tellus
Arctois cineres, inclyte nanta, tuos.

Tuque, quod optasti (sed quam felieior), axem
Non ad terrestrem nunc tua vela faeis.

S..A.

REVIEW OF THE FOOTBALL SEASON.

In looking back over the past year, we are afraid that we can
hardly congratulate ourselves on so successful a football season
as last year. Out of nine foreign matches, four were won, two
drawn, and three lost. However, we think that the XV. were on
the whole quite up to the average of former years. Our strength
lay in our fast forward play and good dribbling; at the commence
ment of the season we were rather weak behind the scrimmage,
but we improved decidedly as the season progressed. And we think
that had we played the Clifton Club later in the season, our
chance of driving our opponents would have been far better.
The House matches were contested with unusual vigour and
spirit.. We were glad to see the Day-boys, who have traditionally
scratched, playing again this year; in fact, all Houses competed,
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and braved defeat, for "'tis better to have fought and lost, than
never to have fought at all ,. ; but "nil desperandum," for time
was when the Day-boys traditionally carried off the laurels. We
will not dwell upon the merits of the different Houses in the
football field, for detailed accounts of all the House matches are
included in this number of the Shirburnian. But we cannot pass
on without saying that although Price's were easily the best house,
the struggle for the remaining places in the final trio was con
tested with great vigour and spirit. The School House, in the
final match, after a hard struggle, was honourably defeated; but
we must not omit to congratulate the School on the excellent
manner in which they played together, and on their merited
success.

We should like to say a few words with regard to the
lower XV.'s. It would be satisfactory to see more energy
thrown into these games than was the case during the past
season; but we noticed a marked improvement in their regu
larity of play as the season drew to a close. For though
during the latter part of the season attendance gener
ally becomes very irregular, as we said above, there was
this term a decided improvement. We should like to see
the practice of Hockey in the School Courts stopped during
Football hours, for we think that many who would otherwise
play Football slave at Hockey because the former game involves
a change of clothes.

\Ve have noticed a vast improvement in the School place
kicking during the past season, for this branch of football, which
has for years been our weak point, is now so far improved that
tbis year few members of the XV. were unable to kick a goal
on an emergency. We cannot conclude without saying a few
words as regards our prospects for next year's XV, Several
really capital players have come to the fore from the lower
grounds, and we can see in the distance all the material of a XV.
worthy of supporting the name of the School.
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THE FOOTBALL'S LAMENT.

No longer 'midst the wind and rain

My well-known form doth roll,

Nor feel I now the players strain

To win the wished-for goal.

My shape is not so good as when

I first did see the light;

But long and well I've served since then

In many a glorious fight.

Plenty of work, the Captain says,

Still in my frame doth lie;

Why lose my votaries these days,

And pass me idly by ?

Another game usurps my place

How can boys find it fun ?

Harsh cricketers e'en to my face

Declare my work is done.

Cruel! that thus when I am by,

They sound my rival's praise;

But when November's cold draws nigh

I'll hope for better days.

f3.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the Shirburnian.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

You ask me to give you a succinct account of the doings
of Old Shirburnians at present residing at Oxford, and though I
feel that somehow the mantle-or rather the pen of epistolary
inspiration has not descended upon me with unimpaired power, yet
I will use every endeavour as far as in me lies to gratify your wish.

Although considerable time has elapsed, and many things worthy
of record have occurred since an Oxford letter appeared in your
magazine, you will excuse a new correspondent if he confines him
self merely to recounting what has happened recently.

I suppose that I ought to begin with the Schools; in the "Mods."
list issued at Christmas the names of no Old Shirburnians appeared,
but I hope to have the pleasure of chronicling several successes
next term in this School, and also in the Final Classical School.

The Torpid,; are jnst over. I would refer Sherborne Junior to
an explanation of this word given in the Shirburnian of April,
1881. The racing is commonly regarded as having been less inter
esting than usual, but considering that the flooded state of the
tow-path at the time when the crews most needed coaching from
the bank rendered progression thereupon impossible, the rowing
was very fair. W. A. R. Biddle was rowing No. 6 in the Univer
sity College Torpid, in which W, H. Harper would, I believe, have
had a seat, had he not unfortunately been prevented from rowing
for medical reasons, C. L. Cornish coxed the Pembroke and J. E.
Michell the Corpus boat ; the latter College, after making four
bumps attained the proud position of Head of the River,

Football, which has been engaged in with good spirit all the
winter, is just beginning to flag, and the Parks are gradually being
resigned to the inevitable nursemaid and charge, I was glad to
see so many Shirburnianscontending for their Colleges in the
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" noble game," and hope that next season the rumoured Oxford Old

Shirburnian Football Club will have a veritable existence.
Term is now drawing rapidly to a close: even as I write weird

forms of the powers that sway collections loom before me, warning
me that it is time to seal my despatches and prepare for the horrors
ineffable which "those dons" inflict upon us.

So, while hoping that Jupiter Pluvius may not have favoured (?)
you with such lavish showers as he has your unfortunate corres
pondent-we have had rain and bad tempers all this term-I beg
to subscribe myself

Yours unequivocally,
O.S.

DEAR SIR,

Have the Games Committee been asleep all this time 1 I
ask this question, as you stated in your last number that the days
on which the School House Match and the Sports will take place,
had not beeli settled. Now Old Shirburnians who wish to be at
Sherborne on these occasions, naturally depend upon the Shirbur
nian for information as to the date of their occurrence. I would
suggest that in future these dates be arranged early enough for
insertion in the March issue of your magazine.

Yours very truly,

R.A.F.

[No, sir, the Games Committee have not been asleep: it was owing
to no fault of theirs that the dates were unfortunately not
arranged in time for our last number.-ED.]

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

Now that the Cricket Season is again approaching, I
should like to make a few suggestions which I think might lead to
the game being more played throughout the School :-
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1st. The institution of XXII. colours, as at Clirton and else
where.

2nd. That score books be again supplied to the captain of every

XI., and that the score of every posted game be entered
therein.

3rd. That the captains be elected as they are for football.
I am sure all will feel that it is very necessary to the future

welfare of the XI. that all who are likely to be in the XI. in future
years be brought on early, and I think the above suggestions might
heighten the interest felt in the game.

I remain,
Yours truly,

LOWER ELEVEN.

THE MUSICAL SOCIETY.

We may congratulate ourselves on the great success of the concert
on Easter Monday (March 26). The programme was ambitious.
To perform a Symphony of Beethoven's, the Messiah, and an Idyll
of Wagner's in one evening, means an amount of painstaking on the
part of the trainers and the trained, which no one but those who
have belonged to one or other party can appreciate. We are, per
haps, too much accustomed to self-laudation. But we are sure that
few indeed are the schools of 300 boys, that can show a choir and
orchestra numbering 120, and that could carry out such a programme
so successfully; and in this matter we may almost say with the
audacious British tradesman, " We defy competition." Let no one
ask ironically to what form or to what house the fifteen bearded
musicians belonged who were to be seen in the orchesi;ra. Sufficient
proof was given by the last concert, among many others, that they
are no essential members of our performances; and if we do some
times invite a few professionals to hear what a school orchestra can

do, why honi soit qui mal y pense.
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A critic is bound to find fault, else his occupation would be gone.
But no o~her reason could justify much fault-finliing in the case of
this concert. It bogan with the Easter Hymn, admirably sung by
the choir, though we could have wished that the audience had more
cordially accepted the invitation to join in unison. The Easter
Hymn was followed by Beethoven's Symphony in C major (first
performed at Vienna in the first year of this century). This was
splendidly performed, and was thought by many the most unim
peachably successful part of the concert.

The "nIessiah," i.e. so much of it as time would allow, was of
course the piece de resistance. The choruses were capitally done,
and seemed to improve from the beginning onwards. Bennett, ma.
began with" Comfort ye," and "Every valley," and the recitative
especially he gave with a very careful and just intonation. 111'.
Ainslie was, as usual, a tower of strength throughout, with the
powerful and thoroughly educated voice which he manages with such
ease. It would be difficult from so much that was good to select
anything for special mention: his fine rendering of "But who may
abide," and his impetuous protest against the raging of the nations,
struck us as particularly good. The quartets-all too short-were
well done by Stuart, Penny, mL, Bennett, ma., and Lewis. Penny,
mi well sustained his reputation in "Behold, a virgin," and" 0
thou that tellest good tidings." The orchestra was perhaps a little
too loud for him, as we fancied it was sometimes for the trebles in
the choruses; and we thought the soloists would have gained if space
had been allowed them to stand rather more clear of the musicians.
Sayres gained confidence in his recitative, and was very good in " He
shall feed his flock." Stuart sang, as usual, with great. sweetness and
expression. We hope, rather than expect, that a voice of that
quality will be available for many more concerts. We were very
sorry that want of time made it necessary to omit "He was
despised." The exquisite Pastoral Symphony was beautifully played.
It is scarcely fair that the audience, who had none of the work, and
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all the enjoyment, should escape criticism. .May we say, then, that
we could still more easily have fancied ourselves dropping to sleep
among our sheep under the star-lit skies of Bethlehem, if the same
profound silence had been accorded this piece, as was afterwards
observed during the Siegfried Idyll. In the latter the silence would
have contented the most futurally-minded (we make a present of
this phrase to the musical world) of Wagner's disciples.

Wagner's "Siegfried Idyll ,. came last. Why last? Was it a

delicate way of allowing those of the audience to retire who could
not away with the ., Music of the Future"; and who would refuse

to bow down to the golden image of the day, at the sound of the
sackbut, psaltery and dulcimer, or such marvellous noises as those
instruments may be supposed to have made. We are heartily sorry
for those, if any, who missed this piece. An explanatory note by

~fr. Parker, calling for "complete surreuder on the part of the
listener," (which we all endeavoured to give,) informed us that it was
written in commemoration of the birth of 'Vagner's son, Siegfried,
whom we all read of lately as the chief mourner at the funeral of

his mighty (and alasl mightily conceited) father. Wearequiteunequal
to a musical analysis of this remarkable piece, whir,h was a wonder

ful structure built up out of a few of the simplest motives. Did we
"consider too curiously" in thinking that Wagner meant it for a
series of pictures, in tlJne instead of colour, illustrative of the future
career of the newly-born heir to the greatest (as some think, and as
Wagner himself thought) musical reputation of this or of any age?
Did he feel himself inspired with a knowledge of the fa/aque
fortunasque viri moresque manusque? Or was it only a disordered
fancy running riot, that seemed to hear the" mulings and pukings "
of the infantile Siegfried, the mingled joys and sorrows of his

school career (including certain triumphant chucklings on getting his
" promotion,") his pp,rsistent onward struggles through middle life,
and his final arrival at the peaceful haven of old age, while the
birds twittered hopefully of the eternal rest approaching; all this
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clearly discernible above the tumultuous din of the seething waves
of circumstance, upon which man lives his troubled life? We
apologise to Mr. Parker if it meant nothing of the kind, and have
no doubt that twenty other interpretations would suit it equally
well.

We owe a deep debt of gratitude to the friends and" old boys"
who helped in producing the great succesS with which the efforts of
Mr. Parker and Mr. Regan were crowned..

The orchestra was constituted as follows:- Vno. lmo., Mr.
Regan, Mr. W. F. Parker, Mr. Easton, 1fr. Holden, Hobbs, Romer,
Gee, Rarris. Vno. '!Jndo, Mr. Read, 1fr. Barnard, Mr. Donkin, Mr.
Longmuir, Mr. Rhoades, Eyers, Austin, Pattinson, Bligh. Viola., Mr.
S. Wabb, Mr. Waud, 1\fr. Ffooks. Violoncello, l\fr. Woolhouse, Mr.
RoselIi. Contrabassi, Mr. J. P. Wand, Mr. Wildman, Mr. Exell.
Flmdi, Mr. Vivian, Mr. Ransome. Oboe, Mr. Peisel. Clarinetti,
Mr. G. Webb, Holme (who played 1st Olarinet in the Messiah),
:l\fr. Gent. Fagotti, Mr. Damon, Mr. Fowler. Oorno, l\fr. Wend
land. Tromba, Mr. Morrow. Timpani, l\fr. Dyer. Harmonium
(in lieu of organ), l\fr. Hodgson. Mr. C. J. Regan was the
instructor of the orchestra, and l\fr. Parker conducted.

We append Mr. Parker's explanatory note upon the Siegfried
Idyll :-

"This is a unique specimen of Wagner's music; in the first placeit is,
with the exception of a juvenile symphony, and two or three marches
written for special occasions, the only piece of abstract orchestral
music written by him; in the second place the means employed are
of the simplest nature, the orchestra only consists of one flute, one
hautboy, two clarinets, one bassoon, two horns, one trumpet, and the
usual complement of strings. In its melodic form, as well as in its
complexity of part-writing, and vagueness of rhythm, it belongs to
Wagner's latest manner, and thec.efore rectuires not only the nicest
attention on the part of the performers, but also complete surrender
on the part of the listener. It was writteu in commemoration of the
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birth of'Wagner's son, Siegfried, and the first three or four melodic
phrases on which it is founded are taken from the second part of the
great Nibelungen Tetralogy. It was played for the first time as an
aubade to Mdme Cosima Wagner. Wagner had composed it in
secret; a little orchestra had rehearsed it in secret under Hans
Richter's direction, and it was performed one sunny morning on the
steps of Wagner's Villa, on the Lake of Lucerne, Wagner conduct
ing, and Hans Richter playing thfl trumpet part."

In most of our concerts we have to complain of the unsympathetic
behaviour of the audience: to have to do so in the Easter Conc:ert
is not what we expect. This performance is very nearly a religious
ceremony; it would be performed in the Chapel if that building
were suitable, which it is not: being performed in the Schoolroom
the music is better, and should therefore be more impressive; yet
some members of the audience are apparently unable to perceive that
the Messiah should not be listened to in the same spirit as a comic
opera. The delinquents were in this case not only boys, though
their conduct was sufficiently puerile.

We are also unable to understand why certain valuable members
of the choir, who had attended most of the practices for the Messiah,
and probably contributed their quota of mistakes, deserted when the
stupendous moment arrived, and retired into the lap of luxury among
their relations in the audience.

FIVES MATCHES.
JUNIOR SINGLE-HANDED.

Stuart beat Way, mi.
Beresford beat Devitt, mi.
Perch, tert. scratched to Waluy, mi.
Hicks, ma. beat Bowker, mi.
Devitt, ma. beat Hanson
Connop, mi. beat Adamson, tert.
Beaton beat Harrison
Benedict beat How
Burrows, mi. scratched to Harris, mi.

White, mi., a bye
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White
Benedict
:Beresford
Devitt, ma.

SECOND ROUND.

easily beat Harris, mi.
beat Hicks, ma.

scratched to Stuart
beat Waldy, mi.

THIRD ROUND.

White beat Benedict
This was an easy win for White, Benedict only scoring 7 in the

first game and 2 in the last.
Devitt, ma. scratched to Stuart

FINAL TIE.
White beat Stuart

White won with the greatest ease in both games.
:Benedict and Harris both challenged for second place, but :Benedict

on account of indisposition was unable to play. Harris easily beat
Stuart, winning the second place.

scratched to

scratched to

scratched to

JUNIOR DOUBLE-HilDED.
FIRST ROUND.

scratched to

Burrows
White

Burrows
White
Devitt, ma.
Waldy, mi.
Connop, mi.
Stuart.
:Benedict
Rarris, mi.

Holt, mi., b
Hicks, ma., a ye

SECOND Romm.

:Burrows beat Connop, mi.
White Stuart
Devitt, ma. scratched to Benedict
Waldy, mi. Rarris, mi.

Holt, b
Hicks, ma., a ye

THIRD ROUND.

beat Holt
Hicks, ma.

:Beaton
:Beresford
How
Everington
Perch, tert.
Hort, m!.
Devitt, mi.
Hanson
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Benedict, b
Rarris, a ye

FINAT. TIE.

Burrows beat Benedict
White Harris

This was a most exciting game, both sides being very equally
matched; the score in the first game, which was won by White,
reached game ball all. The second game, won by Benedict, reached
game ball all. The third game, won by White, to eleven, White's
play showing great promise of being really first-rate.

Phillips, a bye
SECOND ROUND.

Broadrick beat Barnes
Lester beat Wilkinson
Holt beat Fenwick

Holt won the first game, but Fenwick by playing up hard won the
second; Bolt was successful in the third after a good match.

Bobbs beat Tonks
Hobbs won the first game pretty easily, but in the second Tonks

played up very hard, though he was unsuccessful.
Mongan beat Pedler, ma.

SENIOR SINGLE-HANDED.
Gee beat Lovibond
Pedler, ma. beat Buckman
Tonks beat Bridge
Fenwick beat Bennett, ma.
Mayq beat Grenfell
\Vilkinson beat Burrows, ma.
Lester beat Littlewood
:M:ongan beat Steele
Holt beat Collet
Barnes beat Jacob
Broadrick beat Barnett
Venn beat Traherne
Hill, mi. beat l\faunsell
Hobbs beat Sheldon

This was the most evenly contested match in the round: each
player got one game, and in the final, after a most exciting finish,
the score being game ball all, Robbs managed to gain the required
point.
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Mongan won the first game easily (15-2). Pedler won the next
after a good game (15-12), but was beaten (7-15) in the last one.

Hill, mi. beat Gee
Venn beat Phillips

Mayo a bye
THIRD ROU~D.

Mayo beat Venn
Hobbs beat Fenwick
Broadrick v. Lester

Lester was absent through illness.
lfongan scratched to Hill

FOURTH ROUND.

Mayo beat Hobbs
This was a well contested game. Hobbs won the first game (15.8),

and Mayo won the two last (15-14 and 15-16).
Broadrick, ma. beat Hill, mi.

FINAL TIE.

Mayo beat Broadrick, ma.
lfayo won easily, the scores being 15-6 and 15-2.
Hobbs challenged Broadrick for second place, Broadrick scratching

to Hobbs.

SENIOR DOUBLE-HANDED.
FIRST ROUND.

Bastard beat Elton
Money Burrows
Lester beat Grenfell
l1aunsell Traherne
Jacob beat Holt
Fenwick Perch, mi.
Bucl_man beat Bennett, ma.
lIongan lIoney
Gee beat Venn
Tucker Lovibond
Hobbs beat Sheldon
Mayo Littlewood

This was a very evenly contested game. Hobbs and Mayo won
the first O'ame, and Steele and Littlewood the second; but in spite
of Sheld~n's good play in the third game, Hobbs and Mayo were
successful (15-12).
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Wilkinson
Hill, mi.

belt Comerford
Pedler, ma.

ceat

Buckman
Bames
Hobbs
Mayo

Collet, b
aCourt, a ye

SECOND ROUND.
Bastard bAat Gee

1rfoney Tucker
Bastard played very well, and shows promise for next season.

Lester beat Fenwick
1fallnsell Jacob
Broadrick beat Collet
1fongan aCourt, ma.
Hobbs beat Wilkinson
Mayo Eill, mi.

This was an easy win for Hobbs and :1fayo.
Buckman, b
Barnes, a ye

THIRD ROUND.

scratched to Broadrick
Mongan
Bastard
Money

FINAL TIE.

Hobbs beat Broadric3:
Mayo }'Iongan

Broadrick and Mongan won the first game by 13. Hobbs and
Mayo won the next two games (15-12 and 15-9).

Sheldon and Littlewood challenged for second p~ace, but were
beaten by Broadrick and Mongan.

FOOTBALL.
SCHOOL V. THE TOWN.

This match was played, contrary to custom, on the Town ground,
on Saturday, February 17th. The School losing the toss, Comer
ford kicked off against the wind, but, notwithstanding this
disadvantage, the Town were soon driven back into their own
twenty-five by the superiority of the School forwards, Bennett
securing a touch, which was converted into a goal by l\Iayo. The
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wind having increased, Chick kicked off, and, being well followed
up, the School were forced back into their twenty-five, but a drop
from Mayo and a run by Broadrick brought the ball back into
the Town twenty-five. The School forcing the Town to touch
down in defence, the ball was well returned by the Town backs.
Roe succeeded in eluding the School back and obtained a try,
which Hodgson failed to convert into a goal, but by the steady
play of the Scoool forwards the ball was again brought into
dangerous proximity to the Town goal line, Grenfell ultimately
succeeding in carrying it over the line, and Mayo cleverly kicking
the second goal. The School were, however, driven back by some
good forward play on the part of the Town, aided by a brilliant
run by Whitehead. Half-time was now called, and Chick kicked ~If;

the Town by good following up obtained their second try, which
Chick failed to convert into a goal. After good play in neutral
territory on both sides, Dawson. by a brilliant run, obtained the
third try for the School, which Broadrick neatly converted into a
goal. No further score was made by either side before time was
called. A very pleasant game resulted in a decisive victory for
the School by three goals to two tries. For the School, of the
backs, Broadrick and Dawson played well, and of the forwards,
Nutt, Tonks, Biddle, Bennett, and Comerford were conspicuous;
while for the Town, Chick, Manfield, Whitehead, and Griffiths
distinguished themselves.

The School.-H. H. Mayo, E. G. Broadrick (full-backs), C. W.
Dawson, C. F. Venn (three-quarter-backs), E. T. Hobbs, V.
Harper (half-backs), B. H. Comerford (captain), A. R. Biddle,
H. Y. Nutt, H. Gray, H. J. l\Tongan, A. G. Tonks, G. T. Bennett,
J. H. Stroud, H. P. Pedler lforwards).

The Town.-W. G. Whittle, R. Hill (backs), W. Griffiths, C. H.
Hodgson (half-backs), C. W. Lyon, C. S. Whitehead (three-quar
ter-backs), J. H. Manfield, J. Manning, H. P. Chick (captain), A.
P. Irwin, A. R. Adams, H. H. Roe, S. R. Baskett, E. Blake, ].
Welch, and C. Welch (forwards).
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HOUSE MATCHES.
PRICE'S V. WILSON'S.

Played February 20th, resulting in a victory for Price's. Wilson's
won the toss, and Fox kicked off; Wilson's were at once penned,
and soon Perch obtained a try, but Mayo's ki'k was unsucc~ssrul.

Wilson's were soon pushed back again, and Tonks got in; Mayo
kicked a goal. Fox kicked and, aided by useful runs by Fox and
Heath, Wilson's held their own for a time, but were soon driven
back, and Dawson got a try, but no goal resulted. Half-time was
now called, and from this point to time, Wilson's never had a
chance, Price's scoring in that time 2 goals and 3 tries, making
with those gained previously 3 goals and 7 tries. These were got
by Dawson (3), Tonks (2), Stroud (2), Perch, ma. (I), Low, ma.
(I), Jcnkins (I). For Price's, Dawson, Tonks and Perch played
well; and for Wilson's, Fox, Heath and Anderton played up
pluckily.

Price's.-H. H. Mayo (back), C. W. Dawson (captain), Money
(three-quarter-backs), Perch, ma., Low, ma. (half-backs), A. G.
Tonks, J. H. Stroud, Jenkins, Stroud, mi., Prevost, Pye, Pedler,
Jardine, Sayres, Evans (forwards).

Wztson's.-Southcomb (back), Heath (captain), Luard (half
backs), Fenwick, Anderton (three-quarter-backs), Fox, Tracy,
Jerram, ma., Tweedy, Cresswell, Jones, Fendall, Harter, Tucker,
Jenkins (fcrwards).

BLANCH'S V. DAY-.BOYS'.

Played February 23rd, resulting in a victory for Blanch's.
Blanch's won the toss and decided to play against the wind.
From the first the superiority of Blanch's was shewn, and soon
after play began, Thurston got a try, but Hancock's kick was
unsuccessful; Blanch's then returned to the charge, and in spite
of the efforts of Biddle and NnU, Harper obtained a touch, but
the kick by himself failed. A good run by Biddle gained some
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ground for the Day-boys, but again Harper got in, and this time
Bleazby kicked a goal. Twice more did Harper get in, but
BIeazby and Hancock failed to kick the goals. The Day-boys
were just beginning to drive their adversaries back when half-time
was called. After half-time a good run by Gordon took the ball
to the middle of the ground. but the Day-boys were soon penned,
and Hancock got in, Harper kicking the goal. Shortly after,
Harper had a drop at goal, but, missing, ran in and touched the
ball down; Bleazby, however, missed his kick. Harper ran in
again but failed to kick the goal. Again Harper got behind, and
Hancock kicked a goal. The last feature of the match was a run
by Penney, and then time was called. For the winners, Harper,
Hancock and Thurston played well; and for the losers, Biddle,
Nutt and Gordon.

Blanch's.-V. Harper (captain), Bridge (three-quarter-backs),
Lowis, Way, ma. (half-backs), Hancock, Adkins, Vizard, Bleazby,
Littlewood, Gee, Blackley, MaunseIl, Thurston, Barnett, GilIson
(forwards).

Day-bQYs.-Dorling (back), Whittle, Gordon (three-quarter
backs), Price, Clapin (quarter-backs), A. R. Biddle (captain), H.
Y. Nutt, Penny, Wyatt-Smith, ma., Wyatt-Smith, mi., Baldock,
Rhoades, ma. (forwards).

WOOD'S V. RHOADES'.

Wood's won the toss and elected to play against the wind, so
Broadrick kicked off for Rhoades'. The first few scrimmages
were formed in 'Wood's twenty-five. After some good play by
Aldous and Pedler for their respective sides, Hill tried to drop a
goal, but failed, and Wood's touched down. Lovibond kicked off,
but the ball was well returned by Hill. Gradually, however,
Wood's forced back Rhoades' owing to the punts of Hobbs and
the runs of Lovibond. The next thing of note was a good run
by Eroadrick for Rhoades', and after a few scrimmages near the
goal line Wilkinson obtained a touch which Broadrick failed to
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convert into a goal. Lovibond kicked off, and Wood's following
up well kept Rhoades' out of their territory until half-time. Wood's
having the wind in their favour now turned the table's on Rhoades',
driving them back into their. twenty-five. Shortly after this
Wilkinson put his ancle out, which proved a great misfortune for
Rhoades', who, however, played up with great spirit. Elton now
got the ball for Wood's and passed to Hobbs, who punted it into
touch close to Rhoades' goal line. Bryant now, by a piece of
good play, grounded the ball over the line. The try was a hard
one, but Lovibond by a good kick turned the scale in Wood's
favour. Nothing further was gained by either side after this, and
when time was called Wood's were left the winners by a goal to a
touch after a very close game.

For the winners, Hobbs, Aldous, Bryant, and Bree deserve
mention, while for Rhoades', Broadrick, Pedler, Hill, and Benedict
were the most conspicuous.

Rhoades'.-Hill (back), E. G. Broadrick (captain), Barnes (three
quarter-back), S. Wilkinson, Rawlins (half-backs), H. J, l\Iongan,
H. P. Pedler, Jaffrey, Bennett, mi., Benedict, Nelson, ma.,
Chattock, Cochrane, Smith, Houghton (forwards).

Wood's.-Elton (back), E. T. Hobbs (captain), Brutton (three
quarter-back), Bryant, Bennett, tert., (half-backs), A. G. Aldous,
Lovibond, Lewis, l\Iitchell, Hasler, Fonvard, Kella!1d, Brown,
Church, Bree (forwards).

WOOD'S V. PRICE'S.

Wood's won the toss and played against the wind for the first
half. Dawson kicked off for Price's, and notwithstanding some
good play by Hobbs, the ball was taken into Wood's twenty-five.
Perch now, through a mistake on the part of \Vood's back, was
enabled to get a touch, which Mayo converted into a goal. Hobbs
kicked off for Wood's, and a few good scrimmages took place in
the centre of the ground; but Price's by their greater weight
gradually drove Wood's back, despite the efforts of Aldo~s and
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Lovibond. Shortly afterwards Perch getting the ball passed to
Dawson, who was thus able to get a second touch for Price's,
which Money converted into a goal; Hobbs kicked off for
\Vood's, whose efforts, however, were counterbalanced by a good
run by Perch, and Wood's were forced to touch-down. Lovibond
kicked off, but Pedler getting the ball made a good run and
obtained a try, which Dawson failed to make a goal, though the
try was a hard one. After some loose scrimmages about the middle
of the ground, in which Aldous and Bree were conspicuous, half
time was called. Wood's now having the wind in their favour made
a better fight of it, and forced Price's to touch-down. Mayo
kicked off, and the game was continued for some time in the
middle of the ground, when Low made a good run and nearly got
in for Price's, but was stopped by Hobbs. This brought the
ball into Wood's quarters, and shortly after, through a false
impression on the part of Wood's that the ball was taken out of
the scrimmage, Perch was allowed to obtain a try, from which he
succeeded in kicking a goal. After this, through the plucky play
of Wood's, Price's were unable to obtain any further advantage.
The game tlms ended in a victory for Price's by 3 goals and I

try to nil. For Price's, Perch, Mayo, Pedler and Jenkins played
best; while for Wood's, Hobbs, Bryant and Lovibond did their
best to avert defeat.

RHOADES' V. WILSON'S.

Played March 9th, resulting in a victory for Rhoades'. Rhoades'
won the toss, and played against the wind, Heath kicking off for
Wilson's. The ball being returned by Broadrick, several scrim
mages took place, Rhoades' gradually driving their opponents.
By a run by Heath and a drop by Luard the ball was brought into
Rhoades' twenty-five, but being retnrned by a drop by Hill,
\Vilson's were once more forced into their own twenty-five.
The ball being forced over the line, Pedler obtained a try for
Rhoades', which Broadrick was unable to convert into a goal.
Luard then dropped out, but Broadrick picking up the ball made a
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good run; however, Fox soon regained this lost ground, and was
well collared by Broadrick. Rhoades' then once more pressed
their opponents, but by a good drop by Luard, and Heath follow
ing this up, obtained a try, the goal, however, being missed by
Luard. After half-time, Rhoades' gradually gaining ground
forced Wilson's to touch down in self-defence. Twice more
Wilson's were forced to touch down, and Broadrick finally getting
the ball close to the line obtained the second try for Rhoades', but
failed to kick the goal. For Wilson's, Heath, Collet, Fenwick and
Fox played best, whilst for Rhoades', Broadrick, Mongan, Pedler,
and Jaffrey were conspicuous.

RHOADES' V. BI,ANOH'S.

Played March 13th, resulting in a victory for Rhoades'.
Rhoades' kicked off and following up well charged down
their adversaries. Soon after, Broadrick, by a good run,
got a touch which he did not succeed in converting into a
gm?l. Still Blanch's were penned and Rawlins got in; Mongan
tried but was not successful: Pedler following up well touched it
down, but Hill's try met with no better success. Despite of good
runs by Harper and the efforts of Hancock and Vizard, Blanch's
were still driven back and Pedler got a try, from which no goal
resulted. After half-time the game went no better for Blanch's,
and after a good deal of loose play l\Iongan got in between the
posts and Broadrick kicked a goal. Steady play on the part of
Rhoades' kept the ball in their adversaries twenty-five. and soon
J affrey got a touch which l\1ongan converted into a goal. After
this Harper, by a crafty kick off, surprised Rhoades' backs, and by
a good run got a touch which Bleazby had no difficulty in cODve~t

ing into a goal. For Rhoades', Broadrick. l\1ongan, Pedler, and
Jaffrey played well, and for Blanch's, Harper, Vizard, Bridge, and
Way, ma.

SCHOOL NEWS.
Owing to want of space we are unable to give accounts of the

Steeplechase or of the School House !l1atch: both these will appear
in our next.
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The new window in the Chapel, presented by the Headmaster, is
finished. All the windows on the south side are now filled with
stained glass.

R. S. Ainslie is president of the boat club, Oriel College, Oxford.
The following have been presented with their 2nd XV. colours :-

C. Perch, W. S. Sheldon, R. Pedler, R. L. Romer, N. F. Hankey,
A. G. Aldous, H. Wilkinson.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
CHARLES C. TAKCOCK.-It was intended that there should have

been an Old Shirburnian dinner in London this year, but circum
stances necessitated its postponement until next Christmas, when it
will be held without fail.

A."\V.-LAPSUS LINGUAE.-80 hackneyed a subject as yours
requires a better treating than you have given it. A similar article
appeared in this magazine a few years ago j and the subject of bad
translation into Latin was exhausted in the Shirburnian of March,
1882. Should you wish to extend your knowledge of "Lapsus
Linguae," you will find several articles upon the subject (some indeed
closely resembling yours) in the various contemporary School :Maga
zines in the Library.

OXE WHO HAS LOOKED OX AS A STRAXGER.-ARTIBUS ET ARMIS.
It is too late for the publication of your letters to be of any use.
Your suggestions have, however, been considered by the authorities.

We beg to acknowledge with t1anks subscriptions from the
following:-H. Gosling, W. B. Wildman, C. H. Hodgson, J. Kennedy,
H. C. Clifton, H. V. Lovett, 'iV. A. Shorland, E. J. Blake, H. P.
Tregarthen, A. A. Coutauche.

We beg to acknowledge with thanks the following School 1faga
zines:- OU8pl, Barrovian, Reading Schoollllagazine, Bradfidd Sdwol
Ohronicle, Lily. Durham University Jow'nul, St. Edw!1rd's School
Chronicle, l.lalvemian, Ulltla, Cal'tlmsi:tn, Oli;ltonian, Reptonian,
Uppingham School lrIag'lzine, East1Jollmian, Tonbridgian, 1I1arl
bztrian, Aldenhamian, lVellillgtonian, Radleian, RossaZlian, Black
heathen, Rl'udull, IJlnwlelliwl, Bromsgrovian.
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No contribution will be inserted which is not the bona fide

production of some one who is, or has been, a member of the School.

No anonymous contribution will be accepted; but the full name

must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which will not be opened if

the articlebe rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numlJers the whole is

to be sent in at once.

Contributors are requested to urite 7egibly, and only on one lIt"cZe

of the paper.

ET.LIS, PRINTER, PARADE, SHERBORNE.


